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About This Game

Impersonate your identical twin as the Swashbuckler, masked champion of justice! You have two weeks to rescue the REAL
Swashbuckler and marry the mayor before superpowered criminals take over the city.

The Hero Unmasked is a 300,000 word interactive novel by Christopher Huang. It's entirely text-based, without graphics or
sound effects, and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

As our story begins, you have everything you've ever wanted. Your TV news show is the highest rated in the city, and you're
engaged to the mayor, with two weeks until the wedding. But when superpowered criminals kidnap the Swashbuckler, you

realize the awful truth: the person in the ransom video is your identical twin, and everyone thinks it's you!

Now, you must draw the Swashbuckler's laser sword and wear the Swashbuckler's mask to bring down three of the city's most
wanted super criminals before time runs out.

How is this going to work? Can you keep up the charade? Do you want to? When you meet the Swashbuckler's sweetheart, will
you remain faithful? To whom?!

Who Is Really Behind the Mask?

 Play as male or female, gay or straight
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 Infiltrate high society events and root out criminal hideouts

 Uncover the true identities of Caledon City's superpowered criminals

 Disarm a bomb and save the city's finest from destruction

 Maintain the masquerade as you learn about the Swashbuckler's secret hero life

 Find romance with a journalist, a pyromaniac, or a vampire

 Become a powered hero in your own right
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The Yosumin are playful, cute little shapes, and they must be scoured from the Earth at all costs. Thousands upon thousands will
be obliterated at your hands, and yet they will keep coming, for they are innumerable, and manic in the safety of their
uncountability. Understanding of the labyrinthine plot and its implications for both the Yosumin and this world is not a
requirement for enjoying this colourful little game, but it helps.. I'm not recommending this game on the basis that the
developers have clearly stated that this isn't a game that requires roomscale and it clearly is. I have a playspace of around 8 x 6.
Enough room to play The Golf Club VR without issue, but not enough room to play Everyday Golf for 2 reasons.

First, you can't reposition yourself in the game world without physically moving in the real world, as you can in TGC.

Secondly, for some reason, the developers think it's a good idea to position you almost on top of the ball when hitting longer
clubs and 6 feet from the ball when you're hitting wedges, which makes absolutely no sense at all and requires that you take at
least 4 steps back when using the driver and 4 steps forward when hitting your putter. This is regardless of how you set up your
playspace and your standing position.

Refunded.

I may revisit this when the developers get a clue and provide the basic functions required in VR, like recentering/repositioning
etc...

If you have a roomscale setup, the golf itself isn't bad, but is incredibly arcadey. If you enjoyed games like Links and The Golf
Club, this probably isn't for you. If you enjoyed games like Neo Turf Masters and Irem Skins Game then you'll probably get a
lot of fun out of this.

The game also has a shop. I don't know if real cash is involved but at £29.99 it better ♥♥♥♥ing not be.

Played on Oculus Rift with Touch.. The AT&N Consolidation is one of the finest models available. I can see in the quality and
attention to detail, that it took countless hours to create, this work of art. I spent weeks learning how to hand fire this engine and
maintain steam pressure going up hills in the horseshoe curve without stalling. As a novice steam engine operator back in the
mid 1980's, I can see the realism of the controls of this fire breathing beast. Whoever purchases this locomotive will not be
disappointed. The are different versions to satisfy even the novice engine driver. The only engine on the steam network that
even comes close is the SPS&S northern, also authored by smokebox. In addition to the model, Smokebox is always ready to
answer questions and very helpful learning the operation of the steam engine. As an old slogan goes "as real as it gets". The good
old days :)

I have played the demo to this as a kid and I only had 2 levels. Having replayed it now, as an adult, I realise in one of the
missions I was shooting everything that moved when in fact some were enemies some were allies :)
+1 you can kill allies
+1 you DO ran out of ammo
+1 there is more than one type of mission (kill these targets, escort friendlies, protect this while destroying that

go for medium dificulty, easy might be too easy.

I am now 6 hours into the game and i haven't finished it yet.

-1 for the modern age you might argue the graphics is outdated - but you can play it on 800x600 which is more than decent for a
game over 18 years old.
-1 you might argue that it can be repetetive at times - some missions are similar to the others
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-1/+1 the name of the planets - I think there is one named "pointless planet" and others with name among those names - not
much inspiration or puns intended.. What a terrible disappointment.

I enjoyed the first SPAZ, flying around and shooting things in a convenient top-down view and gathering materials\/resources.
So I hoped this would be a step up. I was wrong.

The game feels like they tried to step it up with 3D graphics and a horribly executed star map. The camera is awful in "combat
view" and the 3d graphics are very poorly executed so the top-down view looks ugly as well. The StarMap is absolutely awful
where you can fly around and loot resources without fighting anything and the entire map or looks so tiny so you don't feel like
you're exploring anything (especially since the star map is nothing but icons representing things as opposed to any graphics that
show effort). The ship-construction thing is not fun and the prices of parts means a real grind to get good equipment. The game
just stopped being fun entirely.. Beautiful. This game is one of my favorite games despite it being an Indie game. It's insanely
addictive and will make you want to complete every level and beat the highscores. Every time your best score increases you feel
remotivated and want to play more. Ever since open beta I found this game interesting and I believe many other people will to.
If you doubt me play the demo, you'll see how addicting it gets. By the way this is also a great game to listen to music with. If
you have a favorite song or want to listen to a new release you can turn off the sound and music of Velocibox and open the song
in the backround while you play.. While the new class and race is enjoyable, be warned that Kineticist is without many of
it\u00b4s possible class choices such as being only able to choose between Air, Earth, Fire and Water Elements, as well as
having quite a few less infusions and wild talents to choose from.
The class is still fun to play, but it is not what I had hoped for.
Tieflings are Tieflings and have lots of heritage choices for fun and profit. They alone would be worth buying this DLC.
The Class is just icing on the cake.. A very good game
it is a puzzle - some_kind_of_flying_platform - ability game....
very interesting
it worth all the money. do not buy this piece of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665of game played for 5mins and there is
no sorry or point to the game im getting a refund one of the worst vr games ive ever played dont let the video fool you like it did
to me
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It is great to play this game again; however, it is still as difficult as I remember.. Another great addition to LOGistICAL by
Sacada. Like suggested in other reviews make sure to check out the original LOGistICAL too. This game is great as you can just
dip in and out whenever you want and you can easily pick up where you left off. I love VR experiences that take you out of your
normal world and this is one of the best. I am not an opera fan, but this is really up there with the top VR astonishing visits.
Highly recommended.. Having healers that bug up and don't heal 90% of the time makes this unplayable.. Am I playing the
game or is the game playing me ?
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